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About Us
Tucked away in historic Newtown,
Michael Hutchinson quietly runs one of
the most respected restoration
construction companies in Eastern
Pennsylvania.
His ties to this quaint Bucks County
birthplace, coupled with several
generations in historic construction
and a passion for history, have
equipped Michael with the unique skill
of meticulously refitting older homes.

Michael Hutchinson, Owner
Michael J. Hutchinson
Building and Design Company

“It’s like being a detective. I know how
to search for clues and unravel the
mystery of the house’s original design,”
says Mike proudly as he points to the
custom molding around a beautifully
restored fireplace in the dining room of
his 175-year old home.

The line of Hutchinson builders dates back to the
1920s when Michael’s grandfather established the
family name as synonymous with superior
construction. This father-son apprenticeship
tradition has been carried down through the
generations; Michael continually perfects his work
by constantly refining his carpentry and building
design skills, while acting as mentor to his son.
Hutchcraft Designs, the fourth generation of
Hutchinson builders, is no exception. Headed by
Michael, Jr., this specialty custom cabinetry and
woodwork division is an integral part of the
successful Michael J. Hutchinson Building and
Design Company. Complementing almost every
project his dad directs, Michael, Jr. consistently
demonstrates his outstanding abilities and fine
workmanship.
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Mike Hutchinson, Jr.
Manager, Hutchcraft
Designs, a Division of
Michael J. Hutchinson
Building and Design
Company
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Uncommon in the construction industry, the Hutchinson philosophy
subscribes to a zero tolerance for flawed work—while keeping your
project budget in mind all the while. Thorough attention to detail is
consistently paid, as is the necessary patience for perfection.
Don’t be alarmed by Michael’s serious
work ethic. His easygoing personality
and refreshing sense of humor are
responsible for long-term customer
relations.
The pride and fine craftsmanship of
Michael Hutchinson’s work has
contributed to the classic face of
historical Newtown. Closely affiliated
with the local business community,
some of Michael Hutchinson’s work is
Michael J. Hutchinson
Building and Design Company
regularly showcased in the Newtown
Father and Son Team
Historic Association’s annual
Christmas Open House Tour, an
exciting event where the public is invited to examine the finest
construction projects on pre-existing historical properties.
Newtown Area Restoration / Construction Projects
o The Court Inn (Rempfer Wing, exterior)
o The Academy Restaurant (now Isaac Newton’s)
o The Whitehall Hotel (gutted by fire, 60-foot hole in the roof)
o The Worstall Stables (two townhouses)
o Barclay Luxury Townhouses (three units)
o Buckland Valley East Grant (old farmhouse)
o The Old Jack’s Pioneer Market (18 S. State Street - now Joie de
Vivre and Florentino’s)
Whether it’s new construction or historic restoration, all projects by
Michael J. Hutchinson Building and Design Company incorporate the
same level of quality craftsmanship, that of fine precision and copious
detail.
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Michael Hutchinson is a member in good standing with the following
organizations:
o HARB – Historic Architectural Review Board
o NAHB – National Association of Home Builders
o NHA – National Home Builder’s Association
For more information about Michael Hutchinson, Hutchcraft Designs, or
the Hutchinson family of quality builders, please contact us.
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